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EVENT OVERVIEW

The Minerals, Metals & Materials Society (TMS) connects minerals, metals, and materials scientists and engineers who work in industry, academia, and government positions around the world.

TMS2020 will draw more than 4,000 attendees from nearly 70 nations and feature four full days of technical programming, 80 symposia, two poster sessions, numerous networking opportunities, and lunch breaks in the dynamic exhibition hall.

SEE WHO YOU WILL MEET AT TMS2020!
OUR PROJECTED ATTENDEES BY...

- JOB FUNCTION
- ORGANIZATION TYPE
- POPULAR TECHNICAL TRACKS
- REGION

Percentages may be inexact due to rounding.

More than 80 symposia are planned in the following technical tracks:

- Additive Technologies
- Materials Processing
- Mechanics & Structural Reliability
- Corrosion
- Nuclear Materials
- Physical Metallurgy
- Light Metals
- Characterization
- Nanostructured and Heterostructured Materials
- Advanced Materials
- Electronic Materials
- Energy & Environment
- Biomaterials
- Materials Design

The meeting will be co-located with the 9th International Symposium on Lead and Zinc Processing (PbZn 2020)—considered the leading technical forum for the lead and zinc processing industries.
EXHIBITOR BENEFITS

- **Access to the global marketplace in one convenient location**
  Half of the TMS2019 attendees hailed from outside of the United States, representing nearly 70 nations overall

- **High-value networking opportunities in the Exhibit Hall**
  Including lunch breaks, poster sessions, and popular attendee receptions

- **Heightened brand visibility**
  Inclusion in pre- and post-show marketing materials, the TMS2020 conference guide, mobile app, conference website, and *JOM*, as well as access to attendee lists and exhibitor marketing toolkit

Additional benefits and networking events for the Exhibit Hall are still under development—check the TMS2020 exhibit website at www.tms.org/TMS2020Exhibit regularly for more information on special events and activities, an interactive floor plan, booth packages, and more.

TMS2019 EXHIBITORS

Check out the companies who joined us last year at TMS2019.

- ABB Inc.
- AdValue Technology LLC
- Advanced Dynamics Corporation Ltd.
- Allied High Tech Products
- Allite Inc.
- ALMEX USA Inc.
- ALTEK LLC
- Aluminium Times
- American Welding Society
- Anton Paar USA
- Bloom Engineering Co. Inc.
- BlueQuartz Software
- Bruker Nano
- Buehler
- Claudius Peters Projects GmbH
- CompuTherm LLC
- EAG Laboratories
- EBSD Analytical
- EDAX
- Elsevier
- FemtoTools AG
- Filterfab
- Fives
- Fritsch Milling & Sizing Inc.
- Gautschi Engineering GmbH
- Gillespie & Powers
- GLAMA
- GNA alutech Inc.
- Goodfellow Corp.
- Granta Design
- Haarslev Industries Press Technology GmbH + Co. Kg
- Hencon
- Hitachi High Technologies America Inc.
- Hycast AS
- INL Nuclear Science & Technology
- International Aluminium Journal
- IRTC
- Kinaltek Pty Ltd.
- KLA Corporation
- Leica Microsystems
- Light Metal Age
- Maschinenfabrik Gustav Eirich GmbH & Co. KG
- MDPI AG
- Mechatherm International Ltd.
- Micro Materials Ltd.
- Microtrac Inc.
- MTI Corporation
- MTS Systems Corporation
- Nanovea
- Netzsch Instruments NA LLC
- NKM Noell Special Cranes GmbH
- Novelis
- Nuclear Science User Facilities
- Outotec
- Pace Technologies
- PolarOnyx Inc.
- Precimeter Inc.
- PROTO
- Pyrotek Inc.
- Robomet 3D/UES Inc.
- Rtech-Instruments Inc.
- Seco/Warwick Corp.
- Sente Software Ltd.
- Shandong Hwapeng Precision Machinery Co. Ltd.
- Shanghai Jiao Tong University
- Shenzhen Summit Levitation Metallurgical S&T Co. Ltd
- Southwire SCR Technologies
- STAS Inc.
- Sunresin New Materials Co. Ltd. Xi’an
- Syntonn Mdp AG
- TA Instruments
- Techmo Car SpA
- Tenova Inc.
- The Metallurgy and Materials Society of CIM
- Thermo Fisher Scientific
- Thermo-Calc Software
- TSI Incorporated
- Wagstaff Inc.
- Zhengzhou Jingwei Technology Industry Co. Ltd.
- Zeiss Microscopy
- Zircar Ceramics

NEW! **Upgraded Exhibitor Listing in the TMS2020 Mobile App**

Each exhibitor will have the opportunity to create a robust company profile in the TMS2020 mobile app, included at no extra cost! Upload marketing materials, product spec sheets, white papers, and more to promote and support your exhibit presence.

JOIN US!
EXHIBIT SCHEDULE

- Monday, February 24 • 11:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
- Tuesday, February 25 • 11:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
- Wednesday, February 26 • 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

BOOTH INFORMATION

Rate
$2,700 USD per 10′x10′ (100 ft² or about 9.3 m²)
Plus $150 per exposed corner

Booth Package Includes

- One (1) full-conference registration and two exhibit-only registrations per 10′x10′ (100ft²) reserved
- Pre- and post-show attendee registration lists for one-time use (including information only for registrants who opt in)
- Lunch for booth staff Monday through Wednesday
- Inclusion in the TMS2020 Conference Guide
- Inclusion in the mobile app
- 8′ back and 3′ side drape (inline booths)
- Access to Exhibitor Lounge

Booth Availability & Reservations

You can view current availability and reserve exhibit space through the online floor plan available at www.tms.org/TMS2020Exhibit. Alternatively, companies can submit a printed Exhibit Space Application, available on the TMS2020 Exhibit website, to reserve exhibit space.

READY TO BOOK?

Gavin McAuliffe
TMS2020 Exhibit Manager
Corcoran Expositions Inc.
1-312-265-9649
gavin@corcexpo.com

Sean Fitzgerald
TMS 2020 Exhibit Sales
1-312-265-9663
sean@corcexpo.com

EXPAND YOUR BRAND!

Enhance your company’s presence at TMS2020 at a great rate—see available sponsorship opportunities at www.tms.org/TMS2020Sponsor.

Mary Michalik
TMS2020 Sponsorship Manager
Corcoran Expositions
1-312-265-9650
mary@corcexpo.com

Matt McLaughlin
TMS Sponsorship Sales
1-312-265-9655
matt@corcexpo.com

Please see the online floor plan or Exhibit Space Application at www.tms.org/TMS2020Exhibit for full payment schedule and instructions.